All families approaching school whether from the North, South, East Bay or San Francisco are to use the zones in the southbound direction only! No parking anytime in drop off/pick up lanes!

**MORNING DROP OFF**

**EXTENDED CARE: 07:50 – 8:50 AM Orradre Courtyard**
CAMPERS should be dropped off on 37th Avenue, **south of Pacheco**, using the orange cone drop off lane. Move forward and please have student ready to quickly exit vehicle. No parking anytime.

**ACADEMIC PROGRAM:** Students should be dropped off on 37th Avenue, **south of PACHECO**, using the orange cone drop off lane. Move forward and please have student ready to quickly exit vehicle. No parking anytime.

**SPORTS CAMPS:** CAMPERS should be dropped off on 37th Avenue, **south of QUINTARA**, using the orange cone drop off lane. Move forward and please have student ready to quickly exit vehicle.

---

**NOON PICK UP**

**ACADEMIC PROGRAM:** Students should be pick up same location and manner as AM drop off.

**SF SPORTS CAMP:** Campers should be pick up in front of gym, **south of QUINTARA**.

---

**CAMPS 4:00 PM PICK UP / EVENING DROP OFF**

**CAMP PM PICK UP/DROP OFF:** In front of gyms, between Quintara –Rivera, southbound. Drivers must stay in the vehicle. It is important that everyone move up in the lane. NO PARKING!

---

**AFTER CARE PICK UP 4:00-5:00 PM:** STUDENTS & CAMPERS should be picked up on 37th Avenue, **south of QUINTARA**, using the orange cone drop off lane. Parents should park at the south end of the white curb zone to park, in order to sign your child out of extended care.

---

**PARKING:** Parents and visitors who have business with the school may park in the garage or find street parking. Be aware of SFMTA street sweeping times!

**PROHIBITED:** Double parking to drop off or pick up along 37th northbound or southbound is prohibited. This causes traffic to back up onto Sunset Blvd. and is unsafe for children to jaywalk between traffic.